on many occasions too, but unfortunately not consistently. I believe that the consistency which this common thread would have lent an already slightly fragmented study would have strengthened the tone and overall impression of the piece.
Because of the lack of consistency in ideas expressed throughout the chapters, I was disappointed at the lack of conclusion in Elick's critical study. The fact that she's chosen to present the discussion based on chronological order of the texts rather than grouping together texts with similar or opposing arguments means that it is sometimes difficult to draw together the multitude of fascinating ideas presented in this book into a coherent conclusive whole. Should the ideas presented in the extensive body of work be able to be drawn into a neat summary? Perhaps not, and perhaps that is precisely the value of reading the text as a whole rather than a concluding statement, but I also feel that an independent concluding chapter or even a paragraph could have reiterated some of the concepts put forth in the introduction and the ways in which they have been explored throughout the chapters. This sense of closure would have given the reader a more concrete idea of the author's intention with this book and a better platform from which to reflect upon whether such an intention was achieved. 
History

Reviewed by Melody Green
Beginning with the Puritans, who believed that all children should learn to read as a spiritual discipline, religion has had a long and complex relationship with American children's literature. This relationship is one that has needed more careful scholarship; recently two books have done just that. Both books examine the role of religion in the shaping and production of nonfiction for children. Gregory M. Pfitzer explores historical books originally published in the nineteenth century but reprinted in the twentieth, and Russell W. Dalton focuses on the story of Noah as it is told and retold in collections of children's Bible stories. Pfitzer's History Repeating Itself: The Republication of Children's Historical Literature and the Christian Right is a detailed and thought-provoking book which focuses on one question: Is it intellectually honest for publishers to reprint nineteenth century children's historical nonfiction, presenting it as ideologically sound educational material for children today? This question is answered by working through three things: tracing the history of the publication of this genre of books through the nineteenth century; introducing the contemporary publishers who reprint these books along with their rationales for doing so; and finally asking readers to consider whether these publishers are actually doing what they advertise.
As a history professor at Skidmore College in New York, Pfitzer's primary research interest is popular historical writing. He has published widely on histories written by canonical literary figures such as Mark Twain and Nathaniel Hawthorne, as well as on topics such as Victorianera illustrated history books. While he is an excellent historian, his unfamiliarity with childhood studies can be seen in the introduction, in which there is a section discussing the changing attitudes about children over time that relies heavily on Philippe Ariès. The rest of the introduction, however, is well researched, interesting, and informative.
The introduction, titled "The Past We Choose to Remember," explains that several publishers constitute a cottage industry specializing in reprinting children's history books from the nineteenth century. The fact that books published before 1923 are not protected by copyright laws may play a large role in the publisher's choice of material, but copyright laws have little to do with the fact that homeschoolers are strongly attracted to these titles. According to Pfitzer, their interest is instead shaped by reactionary pedagogical and ideological concerns, and these very concerns are the primary reason many people choose to homeschool. He explains that a US federal decision made in the 1990s to develop national standards in education specifically regarding the teaching of history became the impetus for a sudden burgeoning of the homeschool movement. These homeschoolers found the new standards worrisome because they challenged what they perceived as traditional values, as well as the historical narrative they viewed as essential to American identity. Thus conservative parents whose own ideological stance is described in the text as "the Christian Right" took their children out of public schools and began to search actively for books that reinforced what they saw as true history.
Each of the next six chapters introduces one publisher who reprints these books, discusses the work of at least one nineteenth-century author whom this publisher claims embodies or exemplifies its specific ideological stance, and then raises concerns regarding differences in approach or beliefs between the publisher and the author. The chapters build a large body of evidence before the conclusion offers an answer to the question presented in the introduction. Thus the reader who is primarily interested in the answer promised in the beginning has a long journey ahead, while the reader interested in a detailed discussion of ideology, history, nineteenth-century authors, or small publishers will find this book very informative.
The first chapter, "Narrative History: Samuel Goodrich and Truth in Children's History," focuses on the Peter Parley books written by Samuel Goodrich between 1820 and 1860. Since the Parley books were the first historical books marketed specifically to children in the United States, this is chronologically the logical place to start this discussion. In order to interest parents in buying such books, the original publisher advertised that stories about important men from the past gave children morals vital to future success. This also reflected changing attitudes about the needs and interests of young people in America in the early 1800s.
These stories were presented to children through a fictional narrator, Peter Parley, who was old, lame in one foot, and who had supposedly been present when various events happened throughout history. Intriguingly, while Parley himself is an almost supernatural character who could not possibly have been present at every event he claims to have witnessed, Goodrich spent a good part of his career writing and speaking against fantasy elements in children's stories. Hearthstone Publishing, a contemporary homeschool publisher, reprints the Peter Parley stories on the grounds that they are accurate, realistic, and reflect good morals. Because Parley begins his History of the World with a retelling of Genesis chapter 1, Hearthstone also assumes that all Parley stories present the sort of Christian worldview it wishes to promote. Unfortunately, his information about historical events, dates, and locations is not always accurate.
The next chapter, "Pedagogical History: The Abbot Brothers and Progressive Approaches to the Past," begins with the description of Nothing New Press and its distributor, Heritage Books. The two together advertise that the books they publish present older, rigorous approaches to history and have nothing to do with modern progressive methods of teaching. Heritage Books' own promotional materials claim that the study of history has little practical value, but should be undertaken simply because it is fun. While they do acknowledge that there are certain values that children can pick up from reading nineteenth-century histories, they reject any developed form of pedagogical theory. They do this in favor of a belief that story itself is all that matters, not realizing that this is itself a pedagogical approach.
Nothing New Press publishes and Heritage Books distributes Makers of History, a series written by Jacob and John Abbott. The Abbott brothers were among the first pedagogical theorists in the United States. They not only collaborated on this series, but ran schools in which they tested new pedagogical theories on children, many of whom were boarders living away from their parents. The Abbots believed in teaching children to observe and think, looking for connections and structures that explain phenomena-including historical events. Pfitzer here points out that the Abotts developed some of the very same inquiry-based learning methods that Nothing New Press and Heritage Books reject. To use their work in support of a pedagogy that rejects everything they worked for is, according to Pfitzer, intellectually dishonest as well as ideologically problematic.
A student of the Abbott brothers plays an important role in the next chapter. "Gendered History: Josephine Pollard and Monosyllabic Histories" explains that as the nineteenth century progressed, the need for all children to be able to read became more generally understood. Several publishing houses capitalized on this by creating series of monosyllabic history books in which the simplicity of vocabulary was matched by a simple narrative. Because women were supposedly closer to children than men, it made sense to these publishers to have women write books intended to develop the child's skills and knowledge. Josephine Pollard was one such woman: educated by the Abbott brothers, she became a prolific writer of histories in one syllable. A former teacher and an advocate of public education, she supported herself through her own writing. The founder of Mantle Ministries, which reprints her material for the homeschooling market, has expressed the belief that women should focus solely on the home and not earn money. Skipping over what could have been an easy discussion of the inappropriateness of this attitude for twenty-first-century America, Pfitzer simply points out, once again, the difference in ideology between the author of the original work and the publisher who reprinted it.
"Providential History: Charles Carleton Coffin and the Home Study Movement" begins by discussing the fact that those who republish history books from the past view the sustained consistency in attitude held by everyone from Goodrich to Pollard as proof that there is only one accurate way to understand the American past. Maranatha Publications reprints the work of Charles Carleton Coffin on the grounds that his work is prototypical of these beliefs, advertising them as reflecting the thoughts and values that made the United States "the greatest nation in the world" (139). Coffin presents history as something God began in the Bible and worked through until it culminated in the United States, a combining of nationalist and religious ideologies that appeals to many homeschoolers. Coffin himself was a member of a small sect of Anabaptist Christians who believed that the church and state should have nothing to do with each other and that hierarchies within the church should not exist (170). The owners of Maranatha Publications, however, have been accused of hierarchical cult-like practices by such widely divergent groups as the United Council of Churches and the Wall Street Journal. Once again the question is raised about intellectual honesty, but this chapter adds another layer: in order to use his writings, Maranatha Publishers has to ignore the work Coffin did fighting against what he saw as religious tyranny.
Each chapter raises increasingly stronger points than the one before it. "Biographical History: Elbridge S. Brooks and the Childhood Lives of Great Men" continues this pattern, beginning by pointing out that many publishers who reprint these nineteenth-century texts do so indiscriminately, as though it is their age, not their content, that makes them worthwhile. Therefore, high-quality texts receive the same treatment as poor-quality texts. The Learning Parent, yet another republisher of nineteenth-century histories for homeschoolers, appears to be particularly guilty of this. The Learning Parent reprints the historical biographies of Elbridge S. Brooks as an antidote to "child first" learning. Unfortunately, the publishers not seem to be aware that the very movement they disparage both informed and was shaped by Brooks more than a century ago. While Brooks wrote several series of histories aimed at children of different ages, The Learning Parent specifically reproduces his Heroic Life books as an audio series. Aimed at young readers, each volume focuses on the idea that children need to submit humbly to adults and to wait patiently to find out what their gifts and skills are, instead of trying to gain attention for being smart, witty, attractive, etc. Each biography, whether about Washington, Lincoln, or anyone else, continually asks the child to perform a self-comparison to the hero in the story and determine how to become more like him.
While these books present historic figures as faultless heroes, Brooks wrote two series for increasingly older children that present their heroes as more complex individuals. At this point, Pfitzer's own view takes center stage for a short while. He expresses an outright dislike of introducing these stories to contemporary children not only because of the obvious hero worship, but also because even at the time they were published, they were recognized as having factual errors, anachronisms, and wild exaggerations. Other difficulties in The Learning Parent's reprinting of Brooks's work involve inherent ideological conflict. To resolve the differences between its own ideologies and Brooks's, in places The Learning Parent has significantly rewritten entire sections of his books. This presents the reader with what should be an obvious question: if his work was appropriate for use by twentieth-and twentyfirst-century audiences, why did it need to be modified?
The last chapter to introduce new material is titled "Doctrinal History: Charles Morris and the Search for Lost History." This chapter begins with a discussion of context: books are never created in a vacuum, but instead are shaped by a cultural and social context. Ignoring this can lead to grave misunderstandings in interpretation. For example, many children's histories from the mid-1800s appear to present a homogenous nation, thus many parents feel that this is the "accurate" way to view that time. But the war that broke out in 1861 proved reality to be far from unified. In other words, the American identity that draws homeschoolers to these books may never have existed. This apparently solid American character is something Christian Liberty Press is particularly interested in reestablishing, declaring that it can be found in the writings of Charles Morris. The Child's History of the United States and The Young People's History of the World are two of his works it has reprinted. While it is their supposedly conservative nature that keeps them in circulation, at the time of original publication these books were considered progressive in both outlook and tone. The Child's History of the United States does not have the theological element that one might expect, but it does focus on patriotism and hero worship. In other places Morris's view is far from that of the "Christian Right." Morris wrote in The Young People's History of the World that Charles Darwin had disproven creationism, while the Genesis story, which conservative homeschoolers often insist is about events that really happened, was really just a rewriting of Babylonian myth. In various other writings Morris declared that because the world had changed, old systems of belief needed to be rejected. This presents an ideological conflict for Christian Liberty Press, but like The Learning Parent, it solved its difficulty by simply changing the things in his history books that did not fit with its own views. Pfitzer declares that this editorial manipulation is unethical because it presents ideas that oppose those of Morris as though they were his own.
This leads into the concluding chapter, in which the reader finally meets the answer to the question that was proposed earlier: reprinting historical children's books under the guise of a good resource for children today is intellectually both immoral and dishonest. This is done largely by summing up what has gone before, with a little more analysis than previously presented. While the reader by now should completely see his point, one thing that might have made this section stronger would be a fuller discussion of the relationship between the unique ideologies of these republishers and those of the more mainstream twenty-first-century American culture. For the argument of the book, however, it is quite enough that they deliberately misrepresent the work of others.
Overall this is a thought-provoking book that provides quite a bit of fascinating material to chew on. However, even though religion is one of the focal points of the book, certain religious terms are occasionally misused. For example, at one point the word "nondenominational" is used to describe a stance that is in opposition to a "Providential" one (165). The "Providential" stance being discussed involves the idea that God shapes history. Since "nondenominational" means something that is open to or applies to any form of Christianity, something nondenominational could be very much in line with a Providential stance, so the point being made here is lost in the misuse of terminology.
History Repeating Itself focuses on ideologies that shape the creation (and re-creation) of a specific genre of children's books for a very specific audience. Because the author is a historian, much of the discussion is about authors and publishers and very little time is spent on the text of the books themselves. Russell W. Dalton's Children's Bibles in America: A Reception History of Noah's Ark in US Children's Bibles, however, does exactly the opposite. It focuses almost exclusively on the ideologies present in one very narrow type of children's story that can be identified through plot structures, content and language choices, and illustrations.
This book begins by explaining that collections of Bible stories retold for children have been the most influential religious literature for children for two centuries. Those who reprint children's Bibles often claim that they are simply rewording scripture to make it easier for children to understand, but many other changes happen. Things are added to stories, taken out of them, and rewritten to reinforce ideas that simply are not in the original. Those who retell Bible stories are not necessarily being dishonest in their claim to be faithful to the text; instead, they are simply reading their own ideologies into ancient literature. Because they believe that the world is (or should be) a specific way, they see their ideologies as present in something that existed long before their particular political or ideological stances came into existence.
Due to the sheer volume of Bible story books as well as the number of stories that they retell, this analysis of what actually happens when stories are retold focuses on the one story that appears more frequently than any other: Noah's Ark. Often the cover picture for children's Bibles, the treatment this story about a big boat and a flood receives has changed considerably not only over time, but across different religious groups. According to Dalton, studying the different versions of this story is, ultimately, studying the history of religious attitudes and assumptions in the United States.
The first chapter traces a very quick history of the publication of children's Bibles, and then discusses the most frequent changes that are made to the Noah story as well as where these modifications came from. One of these modifications is the addition of neighbors who mock Noah while he builds the ark. While such ridicule is nowhere to be found in the Biblical text, it is so universal in these retellings that readers of the original text frequently express surprise to find that it is not there. Many of the additions can be traced to extra-biblical writers such as Flavius Josephus, Philo of Alexandra, and ancient Rabbinic writers. Others can be found in more recent material such as Joseph Smith's The Pearl of Great Price. Besides additions to the story, this chapter lists abridgement, insertion of morals or theology, and illustrations as other things that change retellings of Noah's Ark. The discussion is not limited to Christian retellings, but also includes Jewish and Muslim editions. While these faith traditions inform a wide variety of children's Bibles, the retellings of Noah's Ark are also heavily shaped by the changing ideologies of American culture.
From here the book moves into a chapter-length study of various ways that these stories present the character of God through the story of Noah. In the earliest books of this genre, published in the late 1700s, God is filled with anger because people have chosen to disobey him. The child reader is given to understand that disobeying God has terrifying consequences. These early stories emphasize the idea of death and destruction as a result of worldwide disobedience. By 1820, however, such retellings had softened a bit, adding that while it is terrible to be disobedient to God, he loves those who obey him. Through this, the focus shifts toward Noah as a model for children to emulate, and moves away from the violence itself. Samuel Goodrich's Peter Parley's Book of Bible Stories is just one of many examples of books that take this approach. Over time the story continued to shift away from presenting a God of wrath to presenting a God of love, until the second half of the twentieth century, in which the God of Noah has fully developed into a God of love who keeps children safe from danger. In the latest books, sin and punishment are never even mentioned, and the focus becomes how good God is to protect Noah's family from the storm.
Many storybook Bibles from specifically Christian traditions turn the story of Noah into a story about Jesus Christ; the next chapter examines different ways this is done. These books argue that just as God saved Noah by telling him to build an ark, God saves us through Jesus. There are various ways this is undertaken, the earliest being presenting Noah as a "type" of Christ, or a symbol of him. This was a popular approach in early nineteenth-century works, but later the story was used more and more as an "altar call," that is, a plea to children to repent of their sins and turn to Jesus to save them (125). The altar call was a common feature of revival meetings and many types of Protestant church services during the Victorian era, and these books did the same thing by comparing the nonrepentant child to the drowning people, and the repentant child who had "accepted Jesus" to Noah and his family. This comparison lingered into the twentieth century, in which the ark itself has been compared to Jesus. This chapter is full of fun, quirky examples-for example, it explains that in Seventh-day Adventist children's Bibles it is Jesus who tells Noah to build the ark, and shows an illustration from just such a text in which a young Jesus is going over plans with an elderly Noah.
The next chapter is by far the longest: "The Bible as a Book of Virtues." This chapter focuses on how the story of Noah has been used across time and by various religious sects as a moral tale emphasizing different-sometimes even contradictory-values. This includes vague values, such as "being good," or "standing out" from the crowd, as well as very specific ones, such as hard work, obedience, bravery, environmentalism, and culturally defined gender roles. In order to make Noah this sort of role model, of course, the part of the story in which he gets drunk and his son sees him passed out naked is either completely eliminated or excused by saying that Noah did not know that fermented grape juice could have such negative consequences. He becomes either the infallible hero or the easily excused one.
Up to this point, each chapter has been organized chronologically, supporting each point with several examples. The book has clearly been well researched and informed by many different texts from different perspectives throughout the two hundred years it canvasses. The fifth chapter, however, turns to other matters relating to these texts. Beginning with a short explanation of the early American distrust of fairy tales and fanciful stories, it then introduces the fact that most of these books either present Noah's flood as a factual event or ignore the issue of historicity all together. Some of them, however, challenge the validity of the narrative. This is not, as some may expect, a new trend. Instead, the earliest example of this is from 1878. Finally, this chapter moves into the discussion of the Bible as entertainment instead of education, and gives examples of silly or even trite retellings of Noah's Ark that were published near the end of the twentieth century. The angry God of the late 1700s and early 1800s has evolved into one of the characters in silly retellings that include anthropomorphic animals who do laundry and play games on the ark. While the information in this chapter is good, it feels disconnected, as though the topics found here have been put together not because there is an organic connection between them, but because they were topics that simply did not fit anywhere else, making this chapter the catch-all.
The conclusion wraps the book up with a question for modern parents and educators: considering all of this information, how does one go about choosing a Bible for children? The first option he presented is to avoid giving the Bible to children altogether; the second is to give children only full translations of the entire canonical text; and the third is to pick a storybook that most closely reflects the version of the Bible accepted by one's own faith community. After everything that has been presented here, however, the first option seems to deprive children of valuable stories, the second seems to be too complicated for children, and, based on the material presented in this book, the third seems impossible. This sudden focus directly on pedagogy seems an awkward ending to the book, but it may be there because as a professor of religious education at Brite Divinity School, Dalton may sense a need for an educational purpose to the book.
While the ending is awkward, it brings the reader back to Pfitzer's History Repeating Itself. Both books ask questions about the validity of the texts that they discuss. While the one is about reprinting and the other about retelling, both books question the need for the very texts that they work with. Both texts also show how ideological changes in American culture are reflected through these books. While their subject matter is different, they address material from some of the same authors, and draw similar conclusions about that material.
Both books are extremely well researched; they would appeal not only to people interested in children's literature, but also to those interested in history and religious studies. 
Human Rights in
Reviewed by Susan Honeyman
Sarah Higinbotham, an early modernist, and Jonathan Todres, a professor of law, are relative newcomers to children's literature criticism and offer a refreshing cross-disciplinary view of the larger picture in which such literature can influence personal understandings of human rights. Informed by the ethical prerogatives of international law rather than children's literature theory, Todres and Higinbotham demonstrate how the popular canon is interpreted by young citizens and how we can use it to further educate them as potential rights-holders, because "Children's books convey human rights issues to children-both rightsrespecting and rights-denying models of how children are treated" (206). The rationale for choosing texts is balanced but generally positive instead of reactive-ultimately favoring titles that are rights-respecting and explicating them accordingly with nuanced instruction about the actual rights in question. With the practical aim of finding germane yet influential sources, Todres and Higinbotham "prioritized children's books that children actually enjoy" (207). What results is a revisitation of familiar works "through interdisciplinary analysis of international human rights law, human rights education, and literary studies, as well as by listening to children themselves respond to the stories in our qualitative study" (207). The inclusion of young people's voices in often sophisticated discussions of justice issues caps each lesson in a particularly rewarding, convincing, and relevant manner. In some ways Human Rights in Children's Literature codifies yet another vocabulary and method for doing what we've been doing for decades-
